
Corporates
on the go



The 
Problem

60
Minutes in traffic

+16%
Private vehicles

ffic

1.2
Passengers per car

50%
In favor of carpooing



Existing 
carpool 
solutions
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Why don’t everyone carpool?
If it’s so good…

PrivacyFlexibilitySafety



Corporate carpooling
Enjoyable and rewarding
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Technology
1. Instead of investing in a new navigation app, we will 

invest in  integration with existing and leading apps

2. We will show a map that visualizes the difference 

between the original ride and the ride with the pickup

3. Best matching of people

4. Advanced data security

5. Complimentary ride solutions



One of our innovations is adding a game-like character to 

the ride. Before the ride participants can fill up a short 

questionnaire that allows them to get to know the rest of 

the people. During the ride participants play a game that 

grants them points that can be used in the market!
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Game

!!!!!!!



We offer personal and group rankings that 

grant points that can be used in the corporate 

market. Credit points are collected by 

persistency (kilometers).
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Benefits



The points collected by the participants can be used in the corporate 

market, that offers valuable presents suited to every participant profile.

ants can be used in the coThe points collected by the participa

market, that offers valuable presents

The points collected by the participa

Market
So why is it worth collecting 

points?So why is it worth collecting points?



As corporates with social responsibility,

You can contribute a small part that will change the world!

Lead the 
revolution with us

You can contribute an ecological and environmental value

By doing so we will improve the quality of life

And save the earth

Contact us Erez Rahamim

Erez.rahamim7@gmail.com

054-7000309




